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AbsWaet 

A major problem in deriving a compiler from a formal definition is the production of efficient object code. In this 

context, we propose a solution to the problem of code generator generation. 

Our approach is based on a target machine description where the basic concepts used (access modes, access classes and 

instructions) are bottom-up hierarchically described by tree-patterns, These tree-patterns are written in an abstract tree 

language which is also used to write the intermediate program representation (input to the code generator). 

The first phase of code production is based on access mode template-driven rewritings in which the program intermediate 

representation is progressively transformed into its "canonical form'*. The result is that each program instruction is 

reduced to a sequence of elementary instructions, each of these elementary instructions representing an instance of an 

instruction pattern. 

The local and global optimizations phases as well as the storage management phase may be realized by multipass 

rewritings and attribute evaluations of the canonical form. 

In the last phase of code production, each pattern instruction instance of the updated intermediate form is replaced by the 

corresponding instance of the associated pattern code. 

Introduction 

A compiler, in order to produce code, needs full knowledge of not only the syntax and the semantics of the source 

language but also of the structure of the target machine and the semantics of its instruction set. Therefore, each 

combination of source and target languages needs its own compiler, The profusion of new languages and computers 

leads to a constant demand for new compilers. Considerable research effort has been put into making the compiler 

construction as modular and automatic as possible. At present, automatic production of parsers from a BNF-like 

specification of grammars is widely known and used. 

As the propexties of the source and the target languages are quite different, it is necessary to introduce an intermediate 

representation ( I.R ). 

Numerous wolks have developped techniques and tools for the implementation of retargetable code generators. Such 

tools should combine portability features and ease of writing for the compiler writer and make it possible : 

to clearly separate the description of a general technique from its application to a particular machine. 

to describe and achieve various code generation subtasks without imposing any particular ordering on them. 

- to accept as input a description easy to deduce from the handbook. 

The use of formal description of a target machine within a compiler writing system has given rise to several 

techniques. Some use a table-driven description of the instruction set, others use templates for each LR primitive for 

which code has to be produced. 

In the past few years, the code selection problem has received a lot of attention and has been relatively successfully 

dealt with in works by Cattell [Cat 77], Graham-GlanviUle [GG 78][GH 84], Ganapathi-Fischer [GF 82], 
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Ganzinger.Giegerich ~Gan Gie 82]. 

In contrast, the storage allocation phase of code generation seems to have been neglected with the exception of the 

PQCC system [LCHNRSW 79] [Lew 81], which gives a partial solution to this problem. 

In all these works, the I,R and the target machine specification are of a quite different nature, 

- the Graharn-Glanville approach is similar to the methods used for table-driven syntax analysis, and a target 

machine description is used to derive a parser. The overall structure of  the code production algorithm is similar 

to the one of an LR(1) parser, which works on the linearized string of an intermediate tree and produces a 

sequence of instructions. It is necessary to design an LR for each combination of source and target languages, 

- Cattell uses TCOL (a universal tree language) for the I.R. From a complete specification of the instruction 

set processor, tree templates are built which depict insm~ctions. The code is emitted during a recursive 

top-down Ixaversal of the I.R tree. 

- Giegerich [Gie 85] describes the target machine as a signature of an algebraic abstract data type, The code 

generation is achieved by the production of a term of this abstract data type. 

The main drawback of these systems is that the input I.R can not be parameterized. The solution proposed here 

overcomes this since it produces, as in the Perluette system [GDM 84 ] [Des 82],  a compiler from a specification in 

three parts: a source language definition, a target language definition and the description of the implementation 

choices(see fig 1). As the source and target language definitions are algebraic data types, the I.R may be pammeterized. 

The target machine description is bottom-up and hierarchically structured in three levels: 

- storage description (sets of available locations i.e registers, memory locations, stacks..) 

- access modes description (various ways to access locations) 

- instruction set description. 

Generally speaking, the addressing mode semantics depends on the position of the corresponding opemnd. That is the 

reason why we have included the position in the definition of the concept of an access mode template. As an operand of 

an instruction may accept several access modes, the access modes are assembled in access classes. So the access classes 

are instruction parameters, The semantics of access modes and instructions is given in target data type terms. Once the 

correct I.R term is produced, the code generation will proceed in four steps (optimization tasks excluded): 

- a c c e s s  m o d e s  t e m p l a t e s  p a t t e r n - m a t c h i n g .  The I.R tree corresponding to an access mode template is 

re~ritten in a sequence of elementary trees, each txee corresponding to an instruction template. An 

elementary tree corresponds to an intruction template instance. 

When a term is complex, a subterm is loaded in a temporary variable; this requires the insertion 

of elementary universal store trees of temporary results in temporary storages. 

We use universal store more efficiently than Cattell [Cat 77], because in our approach, temporaries are 

explicitly managed and have their own operators. This allows us to achieve the correct assignment of 

storage locations and an easy choice of the right mnemonic (for example, the choice between MOVB, 

MOVW and MOVL on the VAX is thus possible), 

- i n s t r u c t i o n s  t e m p l a t e ~  p a t t e r n - m a t c h i n g .  The result of the first step is an I.R, whose leaves are 

instanciated access modes. In order to recognize an instruction template instance, it is necessary to verify 

that the access modes of this I.R be!ong to the corresponding access class of the instruction template. 

At this point of the rewriting process, the I.R is in its "canonical form". Tree transformations and attribute 

evaluations may be inserted to deal with optimization tasks. 

- s t o r a g e  allocation. Each temporary occurrence is bound with the list of the allowed access modes and 

its type( register,memory word, memory byte ...). Considering the available storage locations and a 
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preference order on the allowed access modes, this step allocates a physical storage to each temporary with 

the corresponding access mode. 

- code production. Each instruction template is decorated with the corresponding assembly instruction 

mnemonic. Then code emission can be simply achieved by a left-right sequential tree traversal. 

All the above steps concern the I.R tree; In particular, the allocation of storage locations transforms the gee leaves 

but has no immediate effect on code production: unlike Cattell, the possibility of choosing the right mnemonic is 

postponed until the end. Moreover, in our system, and contrary to the PQCC, the temporaries generated by the 

algorithm are set clearly apart and have their own operators. This enables them to be explicitly addressed. Optimizations 

specified by tree rewritings can take place at any time. Code production constitutes the ultimate phase of the global 

rewriting process of the I.R tree. 

This solution allows a modular multi-pass code generation process with the different optimization tasks inserted as 

rewritings according to the compiler writer's wishes. Such an approach confers modularity and independence to our 

system as in the MUG2 system [GRW 77] [Gan Gie 82], while conserving the descriptive features of the Cattell and 

Graham-Glanville approaches. 

Our solution to automatic production of code generators is complete in the sense that it tackles correctly both the code 

selection and the storage allocation problems. 

This paper is divided into two sections. The first one presents the two specifications required as input to the code 

generator generator: a formal specification of the target machine and the I.R description. 

The second one deals with the code generator generator itself: first, definitions of tree templates associated with the 

target machine components are given, then the I.R rewriting algorithm (which precedes the instructions selection phase) 

is developped. Finally, the looping and blocking problems are discussed, 
compiler generator compiler 
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1. Formal specification of the target machine 

Our goal is to propose a machine description formalism which is homogenous, exhaustive and correct. Our experience 

concerning the description of general-purpose registers machine such as PDP-11 [MRS 86] and VAX is encouraging. 

Concepts developped in this paper are illustrated by PDP-11 examples. The access modes and instructions formats are 

described in assembly language mnemonics. Then, the code generation phase produces an assembly language program. 

1.1. Components of the description 

The basic concepts used in the description are storages, access modes, operands and operations on the operands. 

1.1.1 Storage structuring 

The operand represented by a component of the physical storages set depends on the type of the operation applied 

to this operand. The reference to a register may represent either an access to the whole register, or an access to the 

least significant byte, or an access to the corresponding register pair. 

So, we define two fundamental concepts: storage base and storage class. 

A s to rage  base  is defined a s  the set of the smallest  addressable units and is described by the following 

characteristics: 
the number of addressable units contained in it 
the size in bits of each unit 
the sequence which constitutes it 

For the PDP-11,  the smallest addressable memory location is the byte, so we define: 
Storage-base MEM - - Primary memory 

C a d  = 2  ** 16 - -  cardinality of the set 
Size = 8 - - size in term of bits 

Set = MEM[0 .. 2" '16-1 : I] 
End MEM 

We define, as many storage classes as there are acceptable sequences of storage base elements. 

A storage class is characterized by the following properties: 
- the storage base 
- the size of  each element in bits 

the number of  its elements 
the sequence of elements which constitute it 

The primary memory of the PDP-11 may be considered as a sequence of bytes or as a sequence of two byte words. 

More precisely, a byte address allows to access the corresponding byte, but an even byte address allows to access the 

two byte word beginning at this address. Let us define the following two storage classes: 
Storage-class B_address - - Byte address 

Sb = MEM - - corresponding storage base 
Size = 8  
Card = 2 * *  16 
Set = { B_addmss adr = >  MEM [adr] ] adr =0..2"'16-1:1 } 

End B_address - - the byte address adr designates the memory unit MEM [adr] 

Storage-cLass address - - Word address 
Sb = MEM - - corresponding storage base 
Size = t6  
C a r d  = 2 * *  15 

Set = {address adr = >  MEM [adr.. adr+1] I ad r=0 . . 2**16 -2 :  2} 

End address - - the word address adr designates two consecutive memory units 

Similarly, the eight registers of the PDP-11 can be so addressed as to have access either to their least significant byte 

or to a whole register or even to a pair of consecutive registers. This leads to the definition of a register storage base as 

the set of bytes that make up the totality of registers and as many storage classes as there are acceptable sequences of 

register base elements. Let us define the storage class register: 
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Storage-base REG 
Size = 8 
Card = 16 

Set = REG[0 .. 15 : 11 
End REG 
Storage<lass register 

Sb = REG 
Size = 16 
Card = 8  
Set 

End register 

- - Registers 

- - the whole register 

= { register R0 ~ >  REG[0..1], register R1 ==> REG[2..3] 
, register R2 ==> REG[4..5], register R3 ~ >  REG[6..7] 
, register R4 ==> REG[8..9], register R5 ==> REG[10.. 11] } 

1.1.2 Value Classes 

On any machine, there are instructions whose operands are immediate constants. Their value is generally stored in the 

address space of the instruction. We define value classes corresponding to allowed intervals for the operands to get 

homogeneous description. We suppose that there exists a value base INTEGER including all possible value chsses. In 

the same way, we suppose that there exists a label value base named LABEL. 

On the PDP-I1, immediate value operand may be either a signed integer on a byte, or a signed integer on a word. 
Value-class value 

Vb = INTEGER 
Size = 8 
Card = 65536 
Set = {value val I val = -32768 .. 32767: 1} 

End value 

1.1.3 Access modes 

A particular machine has several addressing modes. An addressing mode defines the access path to an operand. An 

operand is represented by an element of a storage class. Thus, for a given addressing mode of the machine, the 

specification includes as many access modes as there are associated storage classes. An access mode may be viewed 

differently depending on its particular use. 

An access mode may be characterized by the following properties: 
the storage classes or value classes 
the format, i.e the syntax in the assembly language 
the template that describes the access path to the corresponding operand when it is on source position 
the template that describes the access path to the operand when it is on destination position 
the space or access time cost 
the side effect on the program counter 

For the register addressing mode of the PDP- I1 ,  we define three access modes corresponding to the three storage 

classes : register, B_register and P_register. They gllow access respectively to the content of the whole register, to the 

least significant byte of the register, and to the corresponding pair of registers. 
Access-mode reg_am (<register reg>) - - <register reg> is the denotation of the variable reg 

Operand-fmt = "reg" - - of type register 
Olmmrd.src (cwr 1 <register reg>) 
O ~  = <register reg> 
Am-space-cost = 0 
PC.~de-effect = ( ) 

End reg_am 

cwr 1 denotes the contents of a word register 

Note that throughout the paper, constants preceded by the name of their type are enclosed between "<", ">". 
Let us consider the addressing mode autoincrementat ion of the PDP-11.  It may be described as the access mode 

indirection followed by the side-effect: address incrementation of the register content. The autoincrementation relative to 
a word address may be described as follows: 
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Access.mode antoine am (<register reg>) 
Operand-fmt = "(reg)+" 
Operand.~c = (side-effect - - side effect operator 

(cwa 1 (cwr <register reg>)) - - indirection 
(assign (index (cwr <register reg>) <value 2>) 

<~gister reg>)) 
~ - d s t  = (side-effect 

(cwr <register reg>) 
(assign (index (cwr <register reg>) <value 2>) 

<register reg>)) 
Am-space-cost = 0 
PC-side-effect = ( ) 

End autoinc_am 

cwaI denotes the contents of a word address 

1.1.4. Access classes 

In order to describe a machine instruction once only, we have assembled the access modes in access classes. Each 

class contains the access modes allowed tot an operand instruction. These access classes allow a more concise 

specification of insm~ction models. The classes are not necessarily pairwise disjoint. 

The multiply instruction MUL of the PDP-11 permits only a pair of registers as destination operand. So, it is 

necessary to describe an access class including only the access class "pair of registers": 
P_reg_access = {Preg_am} 

In the same way, the decrementation instruction with conditional branch SOB of the PDP-11 accepts only a register 

as source operand, so we define the access class: Reg_access = [reg am} 

The braneh instmction accepts a label only as destination eperand: Code label_access = {code_label_am} 

Except for multiply, the arithmetic and logical instructions of the PDP-11, accept an address or a register as 

destination 0perand. All access modes except immediate or register modes allow access to an address. The operand class 

Dynamicaccess stands foraU access paths to an address as destination operand. The access class Cell access defined 

below stands for Nt access paths to an operand in destination position. 

Cell_access = { Dynamic_access, Reg_access} 

The access class Atlaccess stands for all access paths to an operand in source position. 

The concept of access class in our approach is more coherent than the operand class in Cattell. The concept of 

position (source or destination) included in the definition of operand classes leads the compiler writer to define two 

different classes for identical access modes sets. Moreover, as operand classes are parameters of instructions, it is 

possible to find in the source position an operand class related to the destination concept. 

For instance, in Cattelrs description of the PDP-11, we come across the instruction model: 

( < - $ 1 : D S T  (+$2 :DST $2:SRC)) 

where $1 : DST is used respectively in destination, then in source operand, whereas the operand class DST is 

exclusively related to the concept of destination. 

This inconsistency does not happen with our concept of access class, because it does not include the concept of 

position. This concept appears in instruction models by means of specific operators. 

1.1.5 Instructions 

As for an access mode, an instruction may be viewed differently depending on its particular use. It may be 

characterized by the following properties: 
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- the access classes 
- the format, (the syntaxin the assembly language) 
- the template describing what isperformed by the instruction in terms of  operations of  the abstract tree language 
- the side effects on condition codes (if  needed) and on the program counter 
- the execution time cost 

Since we always have an assembler, we choose to produce assembly code for the target machine. Hence, it is the 

assembler that deals with side effects on condition codes and program counter. 

In our specification, the item "Side-effect" can be considered as a comment. It allows a more complete specification of 

the machine and could be used in binary code production. 

As the reader can observe, to one instruction of the target machine corresponds one and only one instruction pattern in 

our description. A denotation of the access class (the name of the class coupled with a variable) is bound te one operand 

instruction template. The variable takes its values in the set of access modes template instances belonging to this class. 

Letus consider the storage location clearing instruction CLR of the PDP-11: 

Instruction clr (<Cell_access AM>) - - <Cell_access AM> is the denotation of the variable AM of type Cellaccess 
Format = "CLR (Operand-fmt <Cell_access AM>)" 
Template = (assign <value 0> ( Opemnd-dst < Cell_access AM> )) 
Side-effect = (clear_cc <conditioncode ~>) 

(set cc <conditioncode ~>) 
(clear_cc <condition_code 'V>) 
(clear_cc <condition_code 'C>) 
(assign (index (cwr <program_connter 'PC>) <value 2>) 

<program_counter ~PC>) 
End clr 

1.2 Intermediate representation 

Let us summarize the specification mechanism of the code generator for a given target machine. The machine is 

specified by the description of available locations, access modes and instructions. As the locations are defined, names of 

sorts are associated to them. The access modes and instructions are specified by operators on locations. Thus, a set of 

operations with the corresponding domains mad co-domains can be defined. 

Therefore the specification of the code generator includes two parts : 

- the target machine description 

- the object abstract data type related to the target machine. 

In the framework of a translator writing system which works in three steps (see fig 1), the intermediate form input of 

the code generator is the object abstract term. It is the representation of the source abstract term which is the semantic 

value associated to the source program. The source term corresponding to the semantic value of a statement is 

modification as defined in [GDM 84]. The representation of a modification of the source abstract data type is a 

modification in the object abstract data type. 

The translation of the semantic value of the source pregam into the semantic value of the object program is specified 

and proved [GDM 84] to be the representation of one abstract data type into another. 

The basic I.R for the code generation process is the tree corresponding to the abstract target term. During attribute 

evaluation passes, this tree is decorated and transformed. 

2. Code generator writing system 

In order to emit the code related to an instruction, it is necessary to recognize an instance of an instruction template. 

As in the syntactic analysis process, an automaton is derived automatically. It is used by a target machine independant 

kernel which consists of an analyser and modules of rewriting and tree construction. 
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2.1 Templates and canonical forms 

The code generation process can be carried out by matching the LR with instruction templates. This can be achieved 

by successive rewfitings using the match of the I.R lree with an instruction template, tn order to identify an instruction 

template, it is necessary to identify its children as access class templates. This can be done by means of access mode 

templates in a given position. 

Conversely, the pattern matching process works in a bottom-up way. For each I.R instruction, it tries to identify 

access mode templates. Since the name of the access mode is needed to identify an access class, it is necessary to keep it 

in the I.R tree. Thus an access mode tree is replaced by its canonical form: i.e, the tree whose root is the name of the 

access mode (parameterized by its position) and whose children are the parameters. 

So the pattern matching process uses two kinds of templates: the access mode templates and the instruction 

templates. 

2.1.1 Access modes templates 

The system deduces the access mode templates from the specification, binding a term in a given position with the 

canonical form. Two kinds of templates will be stated, one for the access mode in the source position, and another for 

the access mode in the destination position. In order to emit the corresponding code, it is necessary to store the format; 

this is done by the means of the &format attribute. By convention, attribute names are preceded by "&". 

S o m ~  

&I'orrr~t = ~reg" 

register rcg 

&format = "val(reg)" 
c~a &is_sourc* = tree 

ir~dex 

r - -  l 
regit, [~'r reg value val 

M 

]~adS~ree 

Cantmleal ft~-m 

&fmn~t = ~reg ~ 

r eg im ' s r e  

register reg 

~ o ~ t  = "val(regy ind~i-am-src 
==> 

I I 
rogigwr reg v&ltm veI 

Destinaliion C a m ~ e a l  f ~ m  
&forrrmt = ~'reg" reg-a~ "d'~&f°lTrmt = ')reg~ 

register rcg ~> . !  & i s _ s o ~  ~ false mgL~ger rcg 

&~ormat = "val(reg)" &forrtmt = "vaI(rcg)" 
irlde~ F " ~  1_ &is_*o~r~e = false => ~inaexlarn'dst 

-, - - -q l j 
register reg vnl,~ va~ ~gi~ter reg wl  vai 

End l l ~ m a a o n  

2.L2 Instruction templates 

An instruction template is a tree (decorated with the code attribute), the parameters of which are either constant 

denotations or access classes. The specification of a decrement, a move instruction and the templates associated to them 

are given below: 
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Instruction dee (<Cell_ae, ce~  AM>) . &code = "DEC AM" 
Fortnat = "DEC (Opexand-fint <CeU access AM>)" as[lgn ° 

1 
Ten~lal¢ = (assiKn [ } 

( ~ b  (Operand-~e <cell_~cc~s AM>) sub 1 

&is source = false 
(Opctand-da <Ceil_access AM>)) Cell_sec, ess AM value 1 

End dee &issource = la'ue 

Instruction mov(<AIl i c ~ s  A M I > ,  <Cell_access AM2>)) 

Format = "MOV (Oper~d.fmt <All_access A M I > ) .  
/ 

(Operand-fmt <Cell access AM2>)" / 
Template = (assign (Opetand-sre <Allaccess A/vii>) All_ncc4./s AM1 

(Operal~d-dst <Celt_access AMg~)) 

End mov 

2.2 Code generation 

&code = "MOV AM1, AM2" 
assign 

I 
I 

Cell access AM2 

The code generation process involves matching the LR with instruction templates because an instiuction template 

corresponds exactly to one assembly instruction. The code generator works in two steps: 

First, the top-down matching process of the I .R  is carried out until the I .R  is identified to 

an instruction template. The temporary storage allocation is done as needed. 

Second, the code is emitted after the temporaries have been assigned to actual storage locations. 

2.2.1 Intermediate representation rewriting 

2.2.1.a Hypothesis 

1 - Since to recognize an instruction template, we have to recognize the access classes of its children, first all access 

modes must be identified. The largest possible subtree corresponding to an access mode will allow to produce better 

code ( "maximal munch" method). We are interested in the father of this tree. If it is not the root of a template, it will 

be necessary to store this address in a temporary location. This operation needs : 

- the use of a universal temporary storage location associated with its access mode known by the code 

generator writing system; we shall denote them "temporary"and "temporaryam" respectively. 

- the use of a store operator known by the code generator writing system and which can apply to each kind 

of temporary. The universal store "->" is used for this purpose, its rightmost operand is the destination. 

In order to ensure compatibility with the I.R, the compiler writer must take into account all the above points. On the 

other hand, the system needs to know how to make the correspondence between "->" and the specific machine stores, 

when the corresponding instruction is emitted. 

Trees are generated for temporary stores and they must be rooted in the sequence. An operator sequence must be 

available for the code generator writing system, by convention, we denote it by ";". 

Thus, the compiler writer must specify equivalence declarations between the machine operators and the universal 

operators. This is done in an interface between the machine specification and the code generator writing system. 

The temporary access mode is bound to the whole access mode selected for the management of temporary locations 

specified in a preference order. For the PDP-11, the equivalence declarations will be specified: 

.> _. 

temporary_am(<temporary temp>) : 

seq 

assign ] b_assign 

reg_am(<register temp>) I B_reg am(<B_register temp>) 

I relative_am(<data-label temp>) I B relative_am(<data-label temp>) 
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Here, the universal sequence operaw, r ";" is bound to the "seq" operator of the abstract data type. The universal store 

operator "->" is bound to different assign operators of the abs~'act data type (assignment on words, assignment on 

bytes). The access mode on temporaries is bound to access modes allowing direct access to a register or to the memory. 

2 - For each "generic" operation directed towards a storage base, the user must define as many operators as there are 

storage classes associated to the storage base. This constraint is used when dealing with the overlapping of access mode 

and instruction templates. For the access mode templates in source position, there is an access to either the contents of 

a storage class or to a value class. Thus, no access mode templates overlap in source position since there are as many 

access operators as there are classes. 

In destination position however, overlapping may occur because there does not always exist an access operator to the 

contents of a storage class. In our rewriting algorithm, an access mode in destination position can only have as 

immediate ancestor a node of the abstract type "modification", Therefore, the preceding constraint (on the "generic" 

operation giving an operator for each storage class), is sufficent to handle the overlapping of templates, 

The instruction template overlapping occur, in the case of machine instructions that have partially overlapping 

semantics. In this case, a criterion to solve the ambiguity may be the cost of the instruction. 

2.2.1.b Algorithm 

The algorithm belongs to the target machine independent kernel of the code generator. Access mode and instruction 

templates are considered as elements of a data base. 

At present, the rewriting algorithm is applied to each element of a basic block. 

For readability purposes, we assume that: 

- there is no overlapping between instruction templates. 

- there is no overlapping between iustruction templates restricted to their root and their left child. 

- we restrict ourselves to instructions the templates of which are rooted by binary operations of type 

modification which have no modification as domain. 

We denote by T the LR tree for which we want to produce code. Steps of the algorithm are: 

1. Constant expressions are computed. 

2. The tree T is decorated with the attribute &is_source = la'ue everywhere but on the immediate right child. 

3. Let us denote by A, the largest possible subtree matched by an access mode M. 
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Repeat 
If  such an access mode M is found, 
then consider the immediate ancestor of A. 

I f  it is the root of an instruction or the left child of the root of an instruction 
then replace the subtree A by the instantiated access mode M. 
else . generate a universal store tree tx such that 

its right child is an access mode temporary_am-dst (paramedzed by the result of 
the register allocator : temPk); 
its left child is the instantiated access mode M. 

, In the tree T, replace the subtree A by the access mode temporary_am-src 
instantiated by temPk. 

. The sequence of the tree ct and the tree T is built. 
else look for a template which matches completely the tree T. 

I f  it exists then d o n e .  
else . look for an instruction template I ,  the left child of which matches the left child L of T 

. Let us define E: 
I f  L completely matches the left son of I 
then E = {L} 
else E is the set of all L subtrees for which the match falls. 

. For each E i in E 
For each source operand SO. • of E. 

. generate a universal store tree, in order to save this source operand in a new 
temporary 

. replace SOi,i in L by the access to this new temporary 
• generate the instance 6T I such that 

its left child is L 
its right child is computed from L 

• In the tree T, L is replaced by the access to the destination of the previous instance of I. 

until d o n e  

2.2.1.c Example 

Let us consider, in a procedural language, the I .R subtrce corresponding to the push action of the actual parameter I - ], 

in a procedure call. A tree which designates a variable in a call can be written by indexing the offset of the variable to 

the base content of the procedure to which this variable is local. We assume that: 

a) the register R5 points to the beginning of the activation record of the current call. 

b) - 2 is the offset of I from the base of the procedure to which it is local (its father). 

c) 2 is the offset of the father of I from the base of the current call 

The following figures show successive revaitings. The access modes are designated by squares in dotted lines. 

aTisn , 

nutodec am-dst 
I 

index valtm 1 
I 

' 1 
": vsine -2 

index i 
I ! ~ x  ~ - ~  

+ ..,o!2 ........ r ~ ! ~  R~ .............................. ..~: 

Step a: The access mode index, am in source position is recognized, and the following sequence is built: 

* ! 
! t 

~ x  am4r¢ Vcmpo~y am-&t ~ 

J g~ ........ "N~ I 
re#sin- R5 vMm 2 } in~x i v2du* 1 

i ~p . ,~  ~ '~-21 

I 
n~todee smMst 

I 
~ z r  SP 
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Step b: tn order to recognize the index_am access mode, (in position src), for the llee in dotted lines, it is necessary 

that (temporary_am-src <temporary templ>) beidentifiedwith (cwr <register reg>) ; because 

(temporary am-src <temporary templ>) is associated to (reg_am-src <register templ>) via the interface and 

(reg am-src <register templ>) is the canonical form of (cwr <register templ>). 

The recognition is made provided that the system records that the only allowed synonym of 

(temporary_am-arc <temporary ter~l > ) is (regain <register templ>). 

The immediate ancestor is sub which is the root of the left child of an instruction template. So the system 

replaces the tree in dotted lines by (index_am-arc <temporary templ>, <value -2>) 

Step c: There is no more access mode instance in ~e  sequence. No instruction template completely matches Z, the last 

tree of the sequence. So we look for an instruction template, the teft child of which matches Z. The template 

which matches is: ~,xt~ = "DEC AM" 
assi n 

1 
sub Cell a c ~ s  AM 

I &is ~our~  = false 

Ce~_a¢cess AM value 1 

&is sot~rec = true 

To obtain a successful unification, it is necessary to unify (index_am-src <temporary templ>, <value -2>) 

with<Cell_access AM>. This is possible because the access mode indexam belongs to the access class Cell access. 

So the tree Z matches the decrementation template. A universal store tree is generated to save 

(index__am-arc <temporary templ>, <value -2>) in a new temporary. The instance of the decrementation template is 

generated. In the tree Z, the left child is replaced by the new temporary. 

I_ 
F T 1 ' ~ 1  

index_~tta-sr¢ Cmporary s~a-~t index ~ra-src ~mpcra.,y a~t-dst ~b temporarLam-&t autod~ ata-dst 

l ......... I 1 t . . . .  I 
rogist~ R5 Y~l~ 2 tem~rzry gmpl vnlae -2 [ value 1 

temp~rae/~ap2 

At this step of the rewriting, different optimization subtasks may be done by means of attributed tree transformations: 

common expression elknination, dead-live analysis, code motion based on loop invariant computations... 

2.2.2 Pattern-matching instruction selection 

Finally each subtree of the sequence is examined, and using the equivalence between the universal operators and the 

macbSne operators, the system recognizes instruction templates. The equivalence between the "assign" operator and the 

u~fiversal operator "->" has been specified in the interface. 

tn the previous example, all subtrees but the third are assign templates and the third one is the decrement. Let us 

explain the pattern-matching process between the decrementation template and its instance in the preceding sequence. 

temporary temp2 &is_louroe = false 
~empo _ CalLaeeess AM value 1 

I value I &is_soareo = true 
teatporm~ temp2 
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I 
assign 

index ~l-src teg a~-dst 

I ' r~gisZr R1 

1 1 
~gi~r 115 val~e 2 

The pattern-matching succeeds only if: 

1) the left chidren of such operators match only if: 

a) AM takes the value (temporary_am-src <temporary temp2>) 

b) an access mode in the source position corresponds to the value "true" of the attribute &is_source. This 

is true for the access mode temporary_am. 

c) the operand class "Cell_access" includes "reg_am" and "relative_am", 

the only synonyms of (temporary_am <temporary temp2>) available at this step. 

2) the right chidren of such operators match only if: 

a) AM matches with the same access mode and its parameters. 

b) an access mode in the destination position corresponds to the value "false" of the attribute 

&is_source. This is true for the access mode temporaryam. 

c) the same as 1). c) 

Taking into account the available storage locations and the preference order specified in the interface, the storage 

assignment process chooses a synonym. If registers are available, the synonym chosen for 

(temporary_am <temporary temp2>) is (reg_am <register Ri> ) where R i is the first free register. 

If R2 is the first free register, the code emitted for the matched tree is : DEC R2. 

If no register is available, the synonym will be ( relative_am <data_label Li> ) where L i is the label of a memory 

area. If TMP1 is the label result, the code emitted will be : DEC TMP1. 

In the example of 2.2.Le, let us suppose that only the register R1 is available. As the only synonym for 

( temporaryam <temporary templ>) is (reg_am <register t empl>) ,  templ will take the value R1. Then the 

synonym of (temporaryam <temporary temp2>) will be (relative_am <data_label temp2>). The result of the rewriting 

is: [ 
I I I 

assign ~ligu ~sigu 

I I I 
I } I I I 

in~x am-ste ~.lative_am-dst s~ I¢laliv¢ am-d~t [ [ 

TMP1 data la~l TMPI 
- I I 

[ ds~_label TMP1 r~t~r  SP 
/ I  ~l~v¢ ~ I 

tegisu~ R1 value -2 I vdue 1 
data label TMPI 

Thus, the code emitted is: MOV 2(R5) , RI  
MOV -2(R1) , TMP1 
DEC TMP1 
MOV TMP1 , -(SP) 

The compiler writer can insert optimization modules which transform attribute trees before emitting code. 

2.2.3 Looping and blocking 

In our system, looping cannot occur, because at each loop of the algorithm the depth of the tree decreases. 

In our algorithm, if an instruction is recognized, it succeeds, otherwise there is a blocking. This situation arises if 

no address template or no instruction template can be recognized. 

Blocking occurs when the environment of an operator of the object abstract data type is not compatible with the one 

required for this operator in the access mode or instruction templates. This situation comes from a source language 

semantic description which cannot be translated directly in the object language. 

Let us consider the tree P of the I.R describing the action of pushing the address of a reference parameter. The offset 

of the parameter from the base of the current cali is - 2. 
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assign 

ii: U"~TI i value -2 

: * ~ ~ reg_def am-~re 

Step 1 : The access mode "reg._clef_van" is recognized in the source position. The following sequence is obtained: 

S t e p  2 : 

? 

-.~ assign 

reg def_van-src s index autodec_am-dst 
I tempo~ry_~.a.t  I --I ~ I 

I t~,aporar-d_Lm.sr c t l 
~ value -2 

The subtree enclosed in dotted lines does not correspond to an access mode in the source position. No 

template matches completely the tree P. No template, the root of which is "assign" matches the left child of 

P: it is a blocking situation. It corresponds to the fact that no indexalion can occur in the source position of 

an assign instruction. A transformation specified in the interface may be : 

gadex 

==> owr cwr 
val val 

r~g i~r  ~ g  r©g/s~r re~ 

The following tree is obtained by applying these transformations and by using the equivalences between 

(cwr <register reg> ), (reg am-src <register reg>) and (temporarLam-src <temporary temp> ) recorded in the interface. 

-4 assign 

g_ f_ - temporary zra-dst/..o,~, . . . . . . . . . . .  add " . . . . . . . . . . . .  

i temporary templ 
,~ ................................ .-..  j . d  

"1 
auW~lee am-dst 

I 
register SP 

The only synonym allowed for (temporaryam <temporary templ >) is (regain <register templ >). As "add" and 

"sub" have similar descriptions, the algorithm runs as for "sub" from the step c of the example of 2.2.1.c, and the 

following tree is obtained: 

a~sign assign 

i I ' tempo~y ~arl-dst 
mg def_am4rc - te t~mp~ary_am.~t .~d ~mpor~y templ 

I ~gistcr P~ ~m~porary tempi [ " ~  temporary tempi r¢gi~-z SP 
t ~ m p ~  m-~re valhe-2 

| 
~mporu~ t,rapt 
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After register assignment, templ becomes R2, and the code emitted is : 
MOV (R5), R2 
ADD #2 , R2 
MOV R2 , -(SP) 

Conclusion 

In our approach, the code generator generation process is summarized by the following essential points: 

the description of the machine should be straightforward, i.e easy to deduce from the handbook. Now, 

the ease with which we achieved complete specifications of different kinds of machines: Motorola-6809, 

PDP-11, VAX.11, RIDGE has been very convincing. Each specification needed only a few days for 

completion. 

- there is a clear-cut distinction between the description of a general technique, and its application 

to a particular machine. The code generation algorithm is based on tree rewriting, the tree templates are 

deduced from the machine specification. 

the modularity of the code generation subtasks is achieved. In the code generation algorithm, the clear-cut 

partition between the storage location assignment and the code selection processes is made possible, 

owing to the use of general temporary locations coupled with their own operators. 

Our solution allows a multi-pass code generation process, which is genuinely modular. The different optimization 

tasks are considered as rewritings, that the compiler writer insert at wish. Thus we propose dealing with optimizations 

as rewritings of attributed trees. 
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